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NFIR (Near-Field Infrared spectrometry) analysis of distribution of minerals on
cross-section of rock (Part 1)
Introduction
The shape of spectrum or spatial resolution of chemical imaging obtained with a scattering type of
NFIR (Near-Field Infrared spectrometry) largely depends on the shape of sample surface, optical
characteristics of sample or tip diameter of probe, etc. For example, the NF spectrum having strong
peak intensity can be obtained if the sample has high refractive index and smooth surface. Also
high spatial resolution is achievable if the probe tip diameter is small and the sample surface is
smooth. In this application, we obtained the good chemical imaging beyond the diffraction limit of
light by performing NFIR measurement of rock with smooth surface in order to obtain the strong
peak intensity and high spatial resolution.
Experimental
The sample was a regional metamorphic rock collected in Asemi river (Kouchi Prefecture, Japan).
The contents of minerals in the metamorphic rock are different from each other depending on
different temperature and pressure when the rock was formed. Such different conditions generated
the several types of metamorphic rock such as high-temperature/low-pressure type, low-
temperature/high-pressure type, etc. The high-pressure type of metamorphic rock ordinarily
contains minerals such as olivine, white mica, quartz and feldspar. It is very important to check the
distribution of these minerals in rock sample so that you can estimate the forming process of ocean
plate and the direction of movement. The sampling points on cross-section of rock (smooth surface
by polishing, both sides) are shown in the photos.
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Fig. 1 NFIR system
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Measurement Conditions
Apparatus : Model NFIR-200 Near-Field Infrared spectrometer, scattering type
Probe tip diameter : 1 micron Mapping area : 20 x 20 μm
Measurement interval : 1 µm Accumulation : 100 times
Resolution : 8 cm-1

Results
The several different shape of reflectance spectra were obtained by mapping of the area shown in
the photo. By comparing with standard mineral spectra, it was determined that the obtained spectra
were of mica, feldspar and olivine. The standard mineral spectra are shown in Fig. 2, while the
spectra of actual measured sample are shown in Fig. 3. The peaks of three minerals are in good
agreement with the standards. The contour maps calculated by utilizing each characteristic peak
are shown in Fig. 4. The mineral distribution less than 5 micron is clearly seen, indicating that the
its spatial resolution calculated from the spectral intensity was less than 2 micron that is well
beyond the diffraction limit in the IR range.

Fig. 2 Standard mineral Fig. 3 Actual sample

Olivine 946 cm-1Feldspar 1145 cm-1 Mica & feldspar 1045 cm-1

Fig. 4 Contour maps by each characteristic peak
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